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Question No : 1 

A customer with branch offices needs to optimize WAN bandwidth and reduce the time that is required to 

move files to headquarters. They are considering an EMC or Dell storage solution to meet these 

requirements.  

What is one way in which an HP solution meets this customer's requirements better than the competition?  

 

A. HP Volume Shadow Copy Service supports shadow copies across multiple platforms; EMC and Dell do 

not support shadow copies on servers running Microsoft Windows.  

 

B. HP Volume Shadow Copy Service uses a full clone or a differential shadow copy; competitors do not 

support block-level copy from the shadow copy to the destination LUN.  

 

C. HP StoreEasy storage offers the Hosted BranchCache feature; neither EMC nor Dell supports hosted 

cache.  

 

D. HP StoreEasy storage offers Remote Replication, which offers more recovery points than the 

competition.  

 

Answer: B  

 

 

Question No : 2  

An enterprise pharmaceutical customer needs to ensure that prescription formulas are stored securely 

and protected to comply with regulations. The solution should include encryption for data at rest.  

Which HP storage product is appropriate for this customer?  

 

A. HP StoreFabric  

 

B. HP StoreOnce  

 

C. HP StoreEasy  

 

D. HP StoreVirtual  

 

Answer: A  

 

 

Question No : 3 

Which HP program is designed to facilitate matching the optimal HP storage product to the customer 

business need?  
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A. HP AIIianceOne  

 

B. HP SalesBuilder  

 

C. HP Simply StorelT  

 

D. HP CIoudAgile  

 

Answer: B  

 

 

Question No : 4  

A customer is planning to deploy Microsoft Exchange Server 2013 with 5,000 mailboxes. They need a 

storage solution that is capable of a large amount of growth, and that supports unpredictable workloads 

and backup integration of the servers running Exchange Server 2013.  

Which storage solution should the customer deploy?  

 

A. HP3PARStoreServ  

 

B. HP StoreOnce  

 

C. HP StoreVirtual  

 

D. HP StoreEasy  

 

Answer: A  

 

 

Question No : 5  

How does HP Converged Storage provide opportunities to expand sales?  

 

A. by identifying HP and third-party products that integrate well into existing data center platforms  

 

B. by leveraging the underlying HP hardware platform technology to keep pace with A customer wants to 

deploy a backup solution in their remote offices without adding dedicated hardware. change  

 

C. by layering software on built-in HP hardware to provide unified management through a universal GUI  

 

D. by matching HP storage with the optimum server and networking products to meet customer needs  

 

Answer: D 
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Question No : 6 

A customer wants to deploy a backup solution in their remote offices without adding dedicated hardware. 

Which HP product meets this customers requirements?  

 

A. HP StoreOnce Backup  

 

B. HP StoreOnce Virtual Storage Appliance  

 

C. HP StoreVirtual Virtual Storage  

 

D. Appliance HP StoreVirtual 4000  

 

Answer: B  

 

 

Question No : 7  

A customer who uses Microsoft SQL Server is implementing server virtualization to reduce costs and 

provide business agility. They are considering purchasing an HP StoreVirtual solution for their data 

center.  

What should you recommend to this customer to successfully implement the solution?  

 

A. HP Technology Services to deploy a proven SQL Server configuration  

 

B. HP MSA to maximize bandwidth per port count  

 

C. HP NAS gateway for greater scalability and flexibility in drive choice  

 

D. HP 3PAR StoreServ to maximize cost-efficiency per iOPs  

 

Answer: D  

 

 

Question No : 8 

A small-business customer is focusing on consolidation and visualization of their single-site data center. 

They are considering purchasing an HP MSA 2040 as their first entry-level SAN array.  

Which additional HP product should you recommend to this customer to attach to the MSA?  

 

A. HP 3PAR StoreServ system  

 

B. HP BladeSystem enclosure  

 

C. HP SAN Director switch  
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D. HP ProLiant server  

 

Answer: A  

 

 

Question No : 9  

How does HP StoreOnce with deduplication benefit customers who have remote or replicated sites? 

(Select two.)  

 

A. by improving and increasing performance, and reducing the amount of storage capacity needed  

 

B. by implementing a cyclic redundancy check at the destination to detect accidental changes to raw data  

 

C. by using data authentication for extra security when data is sent over the network  

 

D. by encrypting and compressing the data during transfer from a data center to remote or replicated sites  

 

E. by reducing the volume of data before it is sent over the network, reducing network traffic and costs  

 

Answer: D,E  

 

 

Question No : 10 

As a result of continued business growth, a small-business customer is becoming more reliant on their 

email system. They have asked you for a recommendation regarding a storage system they can use to 

store their Microsoft Exchange Server files.  

Which additional technologies should you discuss with this customer?  

 

A. Fibre Channel and iSCSI  

 

B. data protection, backup, and recovery  

 

C. multi-tiered storage, fabric directors, and federated deduplication  

 

D. storage replication to a remote site and redundancy  

 

Answer: B  

 

 

Question No : 11 HOTSPOT  

Match the business use case with the HP storage product that targets that scenario.  

 

Answer: Pending 
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Question No : 12  

A mid-sized customer has a non-virtualized environment with small amounts of data and slow growth. The 

customer requires a low-cost, shared storage solution.  

Which HP storage solution should you recommend?  

 

A. HP3PARStoreServ  

 

B. HP EVA  

 

C. HP MSA 2000  

 

D. HPStoreEasy5000  

 

Answer: C  

 

 

Question No : 13  

A customer with a reduced budget needs to minimize the network utilization costs and administration time 

required to move data between headquarters and branch offices.  

Which feature of HP storage would help this customer keep frequently used content local?  

 

A. Snapshots  

 

B. Hosted BranchCache  

 

C. Volume Shadow Copy Service  

 

D. Remote Replication  

 

Answer: B  

 

 

Question No : 14  

The IT manager at a small printing shop has some HP ProLiant servers running a Microsoft operating 

system. The manager is looking for an affordable storage solution to share among his servers, but has 

limited experience with shared storage Which HP storage product should you recommend?  

 

A. HP StoreOnce  

 

B. HP StoreVirtual Virtual Storage Appliance  

 

C. HP 3PAR StoreServ  
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